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WE MAKE IT HAPPEN
"YOUR PARTNERS IN PROGRESS"
WPH IS A SOLUTIONS FOCUSED MINING CONTRACTOR, STRUCTURED TO BE FLEXIBLE & INTENT ON MEETING CLIENTS CHANGING NEEDS.

WPH PRIDES ITSELF ON DELIVERING GROUND-BREAKING MINING AND PLANT HIRE SOLUTIONS VIA STRONG CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS.

Since inception in 2000, we have steadily built our reputation as a competent contractor, able to respond decisively to clients’ requirements with innovative, timely and cost effective solutions.

We are preferred suppliers throughout Australia for:

• Fixed and Mobile Crushing and Screening Solutions
• Plant Rental and Fleet Maintenance
• Indigenous contracting/partnering and capability building

All production, construction and maintenance work is fully supported by a robust suite of planning, scheduling, process design, reliability engineering, maintenance, HSE and cost control systems.

Through close collaboration with Traditional Owners and their communities we are able to assist Clients aiming to deliver opportunity to Indigenous Australians.

Our Indigenous Joint Ventures are built on a platform of active Traditional Owner involvement in the day to day running of these JVs - ensuring an enduring benefit is derived from these partnerships.
We offer a complete plant rental service including fully maintained fleet solutions, skilled operators and customised maintenance management, ensuring your project develops as smoothly and efficiently as possible.

WPH provide fully equipped maintenance facilities in Perth and across Western Australia supported by robust inventory and logistics systems. We deliver a total maintenance solution to maximise fleet availability in any operational environment.

SOME HEAVY MAINTENANCE AREAS ARE HIGHLIGHTED BELOW:

**DAMPIER PROJECT**

CLIENT: Rio Tinto  
DURATION: December 2009 - March 2016

WPH ran a fully equipped heavy vehicle maintenance facility as a part of its bulking, spillage and civil services to Rio Tinto’s Dampier Port Operations. Here we serviced and maintained an extensive fleet of mobile equipment from 992 loaders, 777 dump trucks, excavators through to skid steers.

**MILLENIUM NULLAGINE GOLD PROJECT**

CLIENT: Millennium Minerals  
DURATION: March 2012 on going.

WPH has been contracted by Millennium Minerals to provide a Fully Maintained Plant Hire Solution. We provide a full fleet solution including 100t / 80t load units through to cranes and skid steers. WPH’s excellence in industry best practice maintenance, guarantees a high level of plant availability and reliability.

**NAVAL BASE MAINTENANCE FACILITY**

CLIENTS: Throughout Australia

Our 15,000 m2 Naval Base facility is home to our inventory, engineering, fabrication and maintenance teams. WPH offer 24/7 Field Service Maintenance. Our ability to respond with expert infield solutions has been built on a proven track record of meeting and exceeding our customers’ needs.
CRUSHING & SCREENING

WPH HAS EXTENSIVE CRUSHING AND SCREENING EXPERIENCE IN MINING, CIVIL AND CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTS.

Our diverse plant offering and engineering capability enables delivery of customised multi stage circuit installations to meet client’s exacting quality, production and operational criteria.

Our team has extensive experience designing and building reliable crushing circuits, screening, scalping and conveying solutions. State of the art process simulation allows us to seamlessly integrate with your operational and resource strategy.

Our practical approach has delivered timely and cost effective results for all our clients within the West Australian market including:

- **HOPE DOWNS 4 CRUSHING**
  
  **CLIENT:** Rio Tinto Iron Ore
  
  WPH have been contracted to crush and screen 1.75mt of high grade iron ore for the first shipment from HD4. As part of this contract we also load and haul ore from the stockpile area.

- **FMG CLOUDBREAK & CHRISTMAS CREEK PROJECT**
  
  **CLIENT:** Fortescue Metals Group Ltd
  
  WPH was contracted to crush 2.8mt of Low Grade Iron Ore at FMG’s Cloudbreak and Christmas Creek mine. WPH had four circuits operating simultaneously at multiple locations up to 20km apart.

- **SANDFIRE CRUSHING**
  
  **CLIENT:** Sandfire Resources
  
  WPH have been contracted to produce road base and aggregates for Sandfire Resources. We have successfully delivered a number of crushing and screening campaigns for Sandfire Resources.
Barrooghumba WPH JV is a fully incorporated 50:50 joint venture between WPH and Nyiyaparli Engineering and Mine Maintenance Services (NEMMS).

NEMMS is a 100% Indigenous owned business formed by Senior Nyiyaparli Traditional Owners from the East Pilbara Region of WA. Together we deliver proven project performance with a culturally and environmentally sensitive approach to business. In short, our vision is to create enduring employment opportunities for Aboriginal people - fundamental to our desire to operate on the homelands of Indigenous Australians.

We kick off new projects with a minimum 20% Indigenous employee involvement and actively encourage our employees to up skill and develop through ongoing investment in training and mentoring.

Left to right: Bruce Bung, Cynthia Ugle, Sue Bung, Andrew Forrest, Ken Barney.
Barroghumba WPH JV have been engaged by FMG to crush 500kt per month of Iron Ore for their Cloudbreak operations. The Cloudbreak crushing operations consists of three large electric crushing plants across two separate locations.

Barroghumba WPH JV have been contracted by Leighton contractors to crush 1.5mt of Iron Ore for FMG’s Solomon mine. This project was conducted with two mobile crushing circuits over six months.

Installation of 600mm, 900mm and 1500mm Culverts on prime Haul Roads at FMG’s Cloudbreak mine site.
Safety & Quality are our foundations. Our systems, standards and work methods ensure our people are prepared to safely and efficiently meet the needs and expectations of our clients.

People
We engage, support and challenge our people to deliver optimal performance and we recognise them accordingly.

Relationships
Credible enduring relationships are critical for our success and determine the way we do business.

Tenacity
We never give up and we deliver results.

Integrity
We are honest and transparent and we own our outcomes.

Safety & Quality
Safety & Quality are our foundations. Our systems, standards and work methods ensure our people are prepared to safely and efficiently meet the needs and expectations of our clients.
“YOUR PARTNERS IN PROGRESS”
OUR PEOPLE

WPH is represented by a dedicated and engaged Senior Management group who form strong relationships with their clients in order to provide tailored solutions that meet their needs.

ROB PANIZZA
Managing Director
0400 033 545
rob@wph.net.au

Rob has over 30 years’ experience in operational management with a wide range of resource and infrastructure projects from quarrying, crushing, mining, civil and sea wall construction.

Rob is a qualified Mining Manager and in 2007 a finalist for the prestigious Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award.

MALCOLM AZZOPARDI
Chief Financial Officer
0438 414 569
Malcom@wph.net.au

Malcolm is a Chartered Accountant with over 13 years of local and international experience in managing finance divisions across a range of industries. Malcolm’s strong technical background in particular in taxation and financial accounting, has delivered success in large complex assignments delivering projects on time and under budget at WPH. Malcolm has been at WPH since 2011 and is also a Director of its Barrooghumba WPH Joint Venture.

LUKE MATELJAN
Executive General Manager
0438 955 101
Luke@wph.net.au

Luke has over 18 years experience in the mining industry, with exposure to contract mining, crushing, screening, and fleet management. His experience working for both owner miners and contractors gives him a broad knowledge base to apply to project execution and solution generation. His operational skillset coupled with his strong maintenance background has delivered successful projects for WPH since he joined the company in 2008.